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PHILOSOPHY DOCUMENTATION CENTER

The Philosopher's Index: An International Index to Philosophical Periodicals. An up-
to-date quarterly index with abstracts from more than 270 international philosophy and
interdisciplinary journals. An annual cumulative edition is also published.
The Philosopher's Index: A Retrospective Index to U.S. Publications from 1940 in-
dexes approximately 15,000 articles from U.S. journals published between 1940-1966,
and approximately 5,000 books published between 1940-1976 (supported by NEH
Grant RT-23984-76-375).

Philosophy Research Archives: A Bilingual Microfiche Journal of Philosophy spon-
sored by the APA, the CPA, and the PDC, is the microfiche journal of philosophy whose
purpose is to provide a means of publication that is free of many of the disadvantages
and constraints of ordinary journal publication. In addition, the Archives accepts
articles, translations, monographs, and bibliographies.
Directory of American Philosophers A handbook of philosophy covering the United
States and Canada with information on faculties of philosophy, names, addresses, and
specialties of philosophers, data on colleges and universities, philosophical societies,
centers, institutes, journals, publishers, and data on fellowships and assistantships
(types and dollar amounts) available in philosophy. Statistics on the profession.
International Directory of Philosophy and Philosophers. A handbook of philosophy
covering Europe, Central and South America, Asia, Africa, and Australia. This directory
provides names, addresses, and specialties of philosophers as well as data on
colleges, universities, philosophical societies, institutes, journals, and publishers of
philosophical works.
Directory of Women In Philosophy. A handbook of women in philosophy, with infor-
mation on fields of specialization, degree (date and institution), dissertation or
publications, position, institution, dossier source, address, and telephone number.
Henri Sergson: A Bibliography, by P.A.Y. Gunter.
Jean-Paul Sarte and his Critics: An International Bibliography (1938-1975,), by
Francois and Claire Lapointe.
Alfred North Whltehead: A Primary-Secondary Bibliography, by Barry A.
Woodbridge.
Publications of the National Information and Resource Center for the Teaching of
Philosophy (NIRCTP). The first publication is Teaching Ph/7osophy Today, on anthology
on contemporary philosophy teaching and descriptions of alternative teaching
methods.
Philosopher's Information Retrieval System (PIRS). A computerized retrieval system
which provides custom bibliographies with abstracts on any logical combination of
philosophical topics.
Mailing labels of approximately 10,000 philosophers in the United States and Canada
are available as well as addresses by specialty, i.e., Ethics, Aesthetics, etc.
Journal Typesetting. Journals are economically typeset using computer driven photo-
composition equipment.
Bibliography of Philosophy. The PDC, the U.S. national center, selects books for
review, and forwards the reviews to the editors in Paris.

For further information, please write to:

6 Philosophy Documentation Center
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 U.S.A.
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